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May 2014 Newsletter
by Lilian Mustelier
Star Trek and I arrived in the US about the same time. Actually I came on July 17th and Star Trek began September 8th 1966. I was busy being
wife and Mother and exploring America my new home while the crew of the Enterprise explored new worlds beyond the Milky Way. We did not
cross paths often, I was not a Trekkie at all. This changed when I was introduced to the series Deep Space 9. I watched all 7 seasons several
times and discovered many things were oddly similar as to how I envisioned the world to be, hopefully in my lifetime. Everyone from everywhere,
and I mean everywhere, associate and get to know one another.
Then came the Matrix and everyone got acquainted in a Sci-Fi Way that could be possible on a technological and mental front.
In 2013 and 2014 we have TOUCH about the little boy connecting everything to numbers. There is RESURRECTION…still have not figured out
that plot… and oh yes, there is BELIEVE about the little psychic girl who has managed to flee her handlers.
In REAL LIFE there are numerous reports of UFO (UNIDENTYFIED FLYING OBJECTS) sightings, the first Crop Circle of the year, which to ME
appears to be of a UFO, circles in the sky and unexplainable strange sounds all around the world. The BBC has reported the same problems as
we do; people are becoming aware of new realities and are trying to change things in order to go forward. I am assuming this is happening world
wide. NEW REALITY. Regardless as to how we arrived here in our evolution, some are going backward by putting up a fight to prevent the
changes, which include POLITICS in a BIG way.

This was taken by ME with a 110 camera from an airplane, please note, by rotating the picture the perception changes.
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Nick Pope posted this: Leamington Spa, England: Weather experts have been baffled by a black ring which appeared in the sky above Leamington
Spa on Friday evening. Schoolgirl Georgina Heap was playing tennis with her mother Jo Heap when she looked up at the sky near Warwick castle
and saw a mysterious black ring. BTW, it is one of many.
Nick Pope posted this: Leamington Spa, England: Weather experts have been baffled by a black ring which appeared in the sky above Leamington
Spa on Friday evening. Schoolgirl Georgina Heap was playing tennis with her mother Jo Heap when she looked up at the sky near Warwick castle
and saw a mysterious black ring. BTW, it is one of many.
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Picture by Steve Alexander http://cropcircleconnector.com/2014/Brimslade/fieldreports.html

Washington State’s Governor Inslee suspended all use of drones for 15 months, and here is is reason:
Today I am vetoing this particular bill. I am also imposing (until we get another crack at getting this right in the next legislative
session) a moratorium for all executive-branch state agencies on the purchase or use of unmanned aircraft systems for the
next 15 months—until the Legislature has the opportunity to revisit these critical issues in the next session, except for emergency
purposes.
In the spirit of that effort, I’m also hoping that police chiefs and sheriffs in our local jurisdictions also refrain from acquiring or using
these devices for the next 15 months, except for emergency purposes such as natural disasters.
The reason for my veto is that this measure contains conflicting provisions on disclosure and destruction of personal
information. This could lead to shielding government uses of this technology from public disclosure. We must ensure that
government transparency and accountability are amply provided, which are not clearly guaranteed in this legislation.
It would appear that since this took place, people around the Puget Sound, especially in the Olympia Area, have reported strange
sounds. My cat has returned to normal, I had mentioned her strange behavior which started with drone activity 2 days prior to the
Olympia Airshow. I live right next to the airport.
I have been taking heart medication for a heart valve problem since 1984. When it is not taken in a timely fashion my heart flutters and lets me
know I forgot to take my pill. Sometimes I sleep right through the recommended time frame and am awakened by my fluttery heart. After taken the
pill most days I will return to bed to “rest my eyes” for a bit. In recent months I find myself in a situation where several hours have passed, me
thinking I never went back to sleep. The reason is that it appears I am going to some other place. It is very vivid, and more often than not, during
the day I will find myself thinking or resolving issues connected to that time period. At one point I realize this did NOT take place in this reality,
rather somewhere else and from that point on I have no recollection of the prior thoughts. I have been known to be strange, which is MY
normal…BUT… many other people I have talked to are experiencing the very same thing. This leads me to believe that at least Dual Realities are
overlapping or different dimensions are bleeding into each other at times. What we perceived to be science fiction has come to be factual.
What we enjoyed about Star Trek is pretty much the norm. Of course we are not able to beam ourselves onto other planets, but we must admit our
technology pretty much resembles what we perceived as science fiction not too long ago.
In April’s newsletter I stated that as of March 9th, the day after the crash, I thought Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 would not be found, which
turned out to be true so far.
As I was washing dishes I caught a glimpse of a very interesting almost translucent arm and very long fingers. It caught my attention because I
was thinking it was a paranormal show. It was NOT. It was Jimmy Kimmel with his guest, former President Bill Clinton. They were talking about
UFO Disclosure. I shook my head and continued with my housework. HOWEVER, the program was re-aired a few days later and I consciously
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observed the same thing. I have never seen hands like that. I am able to instantly recall them in my mind, it left such a big impact on me.
Whoopi Goldberg became a Facebook Friend and I am stunned how similar our houses look. Not the size or anything like that, just things which
are displayed and treasured in her home. To top it off her Daughter was mistaken by several of us for my Granddaughter….As small children they
looked so much alike.
On my way to the Post Office I passed the Airport to my left and a wood-shredding place to my right. A chartered bus with a big CHINOOK written
across the side turned onto the street directly behind me. As I wondered where the bus could have came from…there is nothing there besides a
few private houses, I looked in my rear view mirror to see what the license plate read and the bus disappeared. There are no side streets till the
next light….it was just gone.
After a Doctors visit my friend Devona and I stopped at Outback Steak House. The waitress was in a world of her own, served me a steak so dry it
was impossible to eat and wanted to send the wreckage of a dinner home with me. To top it off she brought Cheese cake in a soup bowl with a
spoon. Tell me now! WTF was she!? Mentally, certainly not in this reality.
This is my dinner…….

Ruya’ha is an Arabic word and literally means Dreams or Visions and refers to experiences in which living beings are said to glimpse into the world
of the normally unseen. The existence of this world suggests we are able to leave our sensible-self without any physical extension. An imaginative
consciousness……IT IS NOT FANTASY.
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The challenge to our memory can sometimes be an assault on our personal integrity and on the foundation of our sense of identity. Vivid memories
can be trustworthy but unfortunately they can be an unreliable index of accurate recall. Contrary to popular belief, memory is not the storage or
retrieval of information, and is therefore subject to false recollection. We can recall instances as children that we supposedly witnessed, and later
learn that they never happened. For instance, at one point in my life I read both the works of Tertullian and Josephus in order to double check
accuracy of historical events. Comparing the same storyline, it was presented as follows: Josephus described the exodus of the Hebrews from
Egypt as a victory. Tertullian on the other hand, described it as an event of no significance. It was not unusual for a son to take credit for something
the father accomplished. Doing this distorted many historical timelines.
The word Dimensions can mean several things; for the purpose of this writing I use the description of a property of space and also refer to time
along the other dimensions. Length, width and depth and also can refer to mental processes in feelings and perceptions.
For the purpose of this writing I can also substitute the word REALITIES.
Lacey, WA is a busy place these days. I was next to a fleet of 7 school buses and a City bus. I rolled up my window expecting to gag on Diesel
fumes. I was unable to smell anything. I rolled the window back down and noticed the buses were marked “BIO’Diesel”. I thought to myself…am I a
dinosaur or am I in this other reality? Have I slipped into it already ? What a surprise, they got Buses and I no longer have to fight the unbelievable
traffic!

A number of friends from my Social Sites requested I put this in the newsletter….so here you are.
Love and Light,
Lilian
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TCTV is under renovation so this was filmed in my home. Some things to ponder.
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